Forum Invitation of Carter Upheld by Student Council

By SANDY HELFENSTEIN

The action of the Student Government Public Affairs Forum in inviting segregationist Asa Carter to speak at the College was approved by Student Council last night.

Introduced by Bob Scheer, Chairman of the Civil Liberties Committee, the proposal was passed by a vote of 11-4.

Although the resolution approved of inviting Carter, it urged the Forum to spend nothing, or as little as possible up to the sum of $950 for Carter's transportation.

Steve Nagler, Chairman of the Public Affairs Forum, had originally invited both Asa Carter and John Kasper to speak at the College last month. The invitations were laid aside when it was discovered that both of these men were under indictment. Under the 1968 law made in the recent controversy over the invitation of Communist John Gates to speak on campus, an indictment must be allowed to appear at the College.

The resolution declared that the action may in no way be interpreted as an official endorsement of Carter's views. It stated: "If we approve the appearance, but would "permit" it. In commenting on the import
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OP REPORT

IUS-Hopeful Beginnings

Anti-Fascists Go Leftist

By JOHN AIGNER

This is the first of two parts given on the International Union of Students which is supporting the World Youth Festival in Moscow.

On Thursday, May 2, the United States Youth Festival Committee placed an advertisement in Observation Post publicizing the World Youth Festival in Moscow, which is sponsored by the International Union of Students. The ad stated: "For only $695.97 complete you can attend the 6th WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL in MOSCOW."

The following Monday, President Buell G. Gallagher issued a special release to the campus press, designed to clarify the motives behind this Festival and its sponsor, IUS. He cautioned those wishing to participate in the Festival to do so with the knowledge and understanding that they are supporting an allegedly cultural effort presented as a front for Soviet propaganda.

Last Monday, Stan Wissner, Student Government President, presented a proposal to send an observer to the World Youth Festival in Moscow. The proposal was passed unanimously by Council.

A committee composed of Bob Cohen, Bart Cohen, and an observer would set up to investigate the proposal and to report to Council next week.

A telegram upholding the Alumni Association's Monday motion to postpone its decision to create a post of chancellor at the College was received. Since the post lacked a clear definition of the powers of the chancellor but expressed concern on the proposed chancellorship of the municipal chancellor, the telegram declared Student Council would not approve the creation of the post until the College's Hyde Park Day.

Also delegated to a committee for review was Stan Wissner's proposal to send an official College observer to the World Youth Festival in Moscow this summer. After a motion to have it reviewed by a committee of the Student Government had failed, the School Affairs Committee voted the task of reviewing the proposal and reporting to Council next week.

A proposal by Howard Students for the World Youth Festival in Moscow would have increased by 2000/notice, long distance call? occasionally to get speakers on short notice, long distance calls occasionally to be held on Thursday, May 16, at 12 Noon.

A special Selective Service Board to investigate the proposal and to report its findings at the next meeting of Council.

Margoyles Blanks Beavers While Throwing 3-Hitter

By JERRY EISENAD

A three-run homer by Tom O'Connor in the second inning was all Jasper hurler Gerry Markey needed as he three-hit the Beaver "nine." 3-0, at Van Cortland Park yesterday.

Markey was the whole story as he set the first fourteen Beaver batters down in order before Tony Priestello ruined his perfect game with a line single to center and one down in the fifth.

The only scoring opportunity the boys from St. Nicholas Heights had came in the top of the eighth. Consecutive singles by Priestello and third-baseman Bob Adler, coupled with a walk to Bob Finley, loaded the bases with one away. A double play, however, cut the rally short.

The star Jasper hurler had a record of two shutouts and his victories in Met Conference play—and in beating the Beavers, he chalked up another shutout.

What may have hurt more than the whitewash was the loss of Beaver pitcher Al Di Scamardo at the end of the seventh—a bite on a third strike.

Exams . . .

The Army Service College Qualification Test will be held on Thursday, May 16, for students who wish to take the regularly scheduled tests. Applications for the examination must be postmarked not later than May 5.
Moscow Dove

We note with relief that Student Government has not rushed rashly into the question of sending a representative of the College to the Soviet sponsored "World Youth Festi­val." It seemed for a while that the member of SEM would be duped by the Communist propaganda machine into sending such a representative under the banner of Academic Freedom.

However, we still feel concerned about what their committee is doing in this matter, we will recommend to Student Council. It is still possible, unfortunately, that they will be misguided by the dove-like apparition the Soviets continually wave. So that the committee will have all the facts at their disposal, we are including in this editorial and in the story on the front page some facts about the "Festival" and the International Union of Students.

We have no legal objection to the Student Government sending an official delegate to Moscow. But, legality is not always synonymous with wisdom—a misconception that has arisen many times in the past.

Three years ago, Observations Post vigorously supported the tour of the Soviet Union by a representative of the student body. We did so because the student body would benefit from first hand oral and written reports of the trip, because of the informational and intellectual benefits that would evolve, and because, as dove as doves, Moscow is not a "hub" of what little of his own side of the case, knows little of little at all. These general beliefs we still strongly adhere to.

The Moscow held "World Youth Festival" is a pet project of the Communist Internationale of Students. SEM is the international student arm of the Communist Internationale, working as an organ of the Soviet hierarchy in the Kremlin. In a recent press release, President Buehl G. Gallagher said, "The Festival was held, while making extensive use of cultural activities, so, as might be expected, conceived primarily as a means of advancing Soviet aims, and of rehabilitating the damaged reputation of puppet youth and student organizations. If any persons, or groups, wish to participate in the Festival or to endorse it in any way, they should do so with the full knowledge that they are lending support to a Soviet propaganda effort which is falsely presented as an innocent gathering of world youth for cultural and artistic purposes."

IUS (Continued from Page One) with the IUS, 1945-1956, by Peter Jones.

Twenty-four students met in Washington during March, 1945, with a vision of an international student movement. They held a second meeting for the fall of that year. This second and more representative "Festival," as a concession to the fundamental differences in the views of the member countries passed a resolution in which they "agreed to differ," and to evade discussion of ideologies. It was a problem which to plague the student movement in years to come, and ultimately resulted in schism.

At the same time, the World Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY) was created in Communist dominated Czechoslovakia. WFDY then pushed a coalition with the embryonic Union of Students. A minority consisting of the IUS and several Western European delegations resisted this move fearing the creation of a pan-Slavic group.

The pro-WFDY delegates had their way, and from its inception, IUS was a "dual-organized" movement, with headquarters in Prague which sent representatives to "promoting

Communist front organizations such as the World Federation of Trade Unions.

IUS generated increased interest in the US during winter and spring of 1946. Eighteen delegations was sent to the second US Congress, though it was drawn from religious and political groups since there was no national student organization at that time. The tenor of the congress was predominately Fascist and left wing, and the seating committee succeeded in producing a Communist majority of delegates. Most of the non-Communist delegates were turned home believing that if its political task could be changed, the IUS could become a medium to achieve increased understanding and "continual dialogue."
It was almost 25 years to the day since I last set foot in this colony. It has surely had its ups and downs in that time. The man-pulled rickshaw has disappeared from the streets, which have been greatly improved, to be replaced by multitudes of taxis and occasional buses. Even some of the smells seemed to have gone, while the market is still reeking of fish.

But Singapore and the Federation of Malaya have different characteristics. Like the Chinese, the Federation has been dominated for more than a century by British and their former subjects. Relations between the two have been local sultans retaining some, if not all, of the powers of their former masters.

The majority in the Federation do not favor independence. The Malays who form the majority and government.

The Communist leaders who had been local sultans retaining some, if not all, of the powers of their former masters.

The Chinese villagers still volunteer to serve the Communists with food or they would be destroyed voluntarily or involuntarily continue to supply the Communists with food or they would be destroyed at once. It is hoped by authorities that in the end this source of the last Communists will give up. Since they are now trying to negotiate an amnesty for themselves it would

And this summer... get acquainted with the modern L&M Crush-proof box that's "taking over" on campus!

Get with it! Now you can get your L&M's in the newest, most modern box... the L&M Crush-proof with a more exciting flavor that makes L&M

America's fastest-growing cigarette
Senior-Faculty Baseball
On South Campus Lawn

"Does Raymond have to violate the Smith Act before he can get on campus?"

This query, extended by Senior Class President Martin Poilner, concerned today's Senior-Faculty Baseball game which will be held for the first time, on the South Campus lawn. Raymond, who has been concerned about the faculty participation, was barred from making an appearance at the affair by Dean James S. Pace (Student Life).

Included among the baseball's other supporters is Steve Nagler, head of Student Government. Nagler felt that, "The courtesy of the Staff and students toward the faculty was disappointing."

One of the team managers, Mr. Irving Slade (Central Treasurer) and Mr. Seymour Weisman (Student Secretary), stated that all seniors (including females) are eligible to compete. With the faculty in mind, he added, that all insurance will be extended for any charleyhorses or other accidents suffered while running the bases.

All arrangements have been completed except who will throw out the first bagel,erban. How about Raymond? —Cadoff

Baseball . . .
(Continued from Page One)

Murphy will manage the faculty. Numbered among the other thirteen are two runs as John Schoenberger homered over lavender in center field with a runner on.

Jaspers Tops
Not yet finished for the day, Manhattan switched toBernardo's replacement, Stew Weiss, for two more tallies and that outburst ended the scoring for the day.

Coach Dave Curran's outfit, boasting a Conference mark of 9-0 and 12-1 on the whole, displayed a cohesion of defense and timeliness in offense unmatched by any squad the Beavers have faced so far.

Studded with a .400 hitter—Jim Killoran—and two 360 swatters—Schoenberger and Howard Pierson—the Jaspers were too much, even for a Lavender outfit. Raymond was a real capitalist."

The vendor, when asked about the Student Life edict, interrupted his cry of "no bagels during the three o'clock break" long enough for a curt "no comment."

"The pressure on Di Bernardo's ace moundsmen nevertheless cooled along till the seventh inning—his last—when he gave up two runs as John Schoenberger homered over lavender in center field with a runner on."

Obviously in pain, the sparkly ace moundsmen nevertheless continued along till the seventh inning—his last—when he gave up two runs as John Schoenberger homered over lavender in center field with a runner on.

Jaspers Tops
Not yet finished for the day, Manhattan switched to Bernardo's replacement, Stew Weiss, for two more tallies and that outburst ended the scoring for the day.

Coach Dave Curran's outfit, boasting a Conference mark of 9-0 and 12-1 on the whole, displayed a cohesion of defense and timeliness in offense unmatched by any squad the Beavers have faced so far.

Studded with a .400 hitter—Jim Killoran—and two 360 swatters—Schoenberger and Howard Pierson—the Jaspers were too much, even for a Lavender outfit that had won two straight and three of its last four.

Bagels His Game
For a curt "no comment."

"What's the all shouting about? Winston flavor! It's rich, full — the way you want it! What's more, the exclusive Winston filter does its job so well the flavor really comes through, so you can enjoy it. For filter filter smoking, switch to Winston!"